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Valorant Points (VP) are the exceptional money for Valorant, Riot Games' serious shooter. VP is obtained through 
buying it through the in-game store. This implies that players need to buy VP to obtain their #1 skins. 

Since these must be acquired by paying with genuine cash, players will in general be specific with what skins they buy. 

In any case, there are approaches to get Valorant Points without going through any money and it's a stunt that returns to 
Riot's League of Legends. 

Long-term League of Legends players will realize that Riot Games has given players a limited quantity of RP for free to 
buy skins. The lone thing Riot requests consequently is a straightforward attracting identified with the game. 

Thus, utilizing this strategy, Valorant players can likewise present their drawings about the game or any of its 
representatives to get free VP. To do as such, you should follow the accompanying advances: 

Open a ticket on the Valorant uphold page. 

Pick "Buys and In-game Content" or "General" as the classification. 

Append your drawing and clarify why you need those extra Valorant Points. 

Present the ticket and trust that Riot will react. 

It ought to be noticed that Riot Games just consents to store a limit of 50 VP. So don't anticipate getting a huge number 
of points for occasion super-definite drawing of your #1 specialist. 

Additionally, don't stress on the off chance that you're not especially acceptable at drawing Riot can generally give their 
part in return for your work, and in the event that you don't really accept that it you can look at this gathering made by 
Riot highlighting part of the drawings that players have sent them in the previous few years. 

In the course of recent days various Valorant players have found an approach to get free Valorant Points, the 
exceptional money used to open skins and the fight pass, from Riot Games, and here is the means by which you can do 
it as well. 

Lamentably for fans expecting to open the most costly skins completely for free, its absolutely impossible of doing that, 
yet on the off chance that you end up being only a couple VP shy of a thing you need in the store then you can get those 
VP for free, rather than purchasing another pack of VP. 

You should simply contact Riot Games uphold and inquire as to whether your record can be credited with the VP you 
are absent. You can just do this for limited quantities of VP, ordinarily up to 50, and just in the event that you are short to 
purchase a thing. In the event that you are simply looking for free VP for it you are probably not going to succeed. 
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At any rate, whenever you have asked for the measure of VP you need from Riot Support they will hit you up to inform 
you as to whether it is conceivable to get free VP. In the event that it is you will be given an undertaking, you need to 
make some unique work of art set in the Valorant universe and send it to Riot Support. On the off chance that they 
consider your craftsmanship adequate, your record will be credited with the free VP in the following not many days, and 
you will be free to purchase the thing you have been searching for. 

This framework is one that has been set up in League of Legends for quite a long time, with fans drawing some lovely 
great, and some awful, craftsmanship to get some free RP to open the skin they need. It is incredible to see that the 
framework has additionally advanced toward Valorant, and will ideally ensure that you presently don't have squandered 
VP in your record as you are barely shy of what you need to purchase.




